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◼ Lesson plans are the maps of what  we want to 

accomplish during a class period. 

◼ Facilitator develop and prioritize learning goals and 

objectives.

◼ All planning begins with faculty considering what they 

want their students to accomplish during the lesson.

◼ Each lesson plan is designed to accomplish the learning 

objective.





Three lesson plan models

◼ Gagne`s  nine events of  instruction.

◼ Madeline Hunter seven step lesson model.

◼ 5 E`s model.













Teaching / Learning media

Power point presentation



Power point presentation

◼ This media (PPT) is designed 

– to ENHANCE your presentation, 

– not BE the presentation.

◼ Remember, only you can prevent 

– “Death by Power Point”

•



Beginning 

◼ White / Light background – dark letters

◼ Dark background (blue) – white / yellow letters



Colors

◼ Reds and oranges are high-energy but can be difficult 
to stay focused on.

◼ Greens, blues and browns are mellower, but not as 
attention grabbing.



Background

◼ Use the same Background on each Slide

◼ Changing the background or style is distracting



Avoid these combinations

– Green on Blue

– Purple on Blue

– Dark Yellow on Green

– Orange on Green

– Red on Green



Adding text

◼ Clearly visible format : 

– Bold / underline to emphasize 

◼ Prefer sans serif fonts

– Which do not have tags at the end of letters



‘Sans serif’ fonts

◼ Comic sans                      Physiology

◼ Calibri                               Physiology

◼ Arial Physiology 

◼ Tahoma                            Physiology

◼ Verdana Physiology



Don’t use serif fonts

◼ Time new roman                 Physiology

◼ Georgia      Physiology

◼ Book Antiqua Physiology

◼ Don’t compromise visibility for style 



Fonts

◼ Don’t Sacrifice Readability for Style

◼ Don’t Sacrifice Readability for Style

◼ Don’t Sacrifice Readability for Style



Adding text

◼ Do not copy – paste: from text / online

◼ Instead of sentences – use phrases

◼ Instead of phrases – use words 

◼ One slide for one key point



Don’t !



Adding text

◼ Follow 6 / 6 rule

– 6 lines per slide 

– 6 to 8 words per line

◼ Use another slide: it doesn’t cost anything



Avoid the “All Word” Slide

Another thing to avoid is the use of a large 

block paragraph to introduce your information.  

Attendees do not like to have what is on the 

screen, read to them verbatim.  So, please 

use short, bulleted statements and avoid typing 

out your whole presentation on to the slides.  

Also, it is difficult for some to listen and read a 

large amount of text at the same time.  



Size of the letters

◼ Title / heading: 40 or 44 size

◼ Body of the slide: 24 – 28

◼ Always use bullets for text



Caps

◼ DO NOT USE ALL CAPITAL LETTERS

– Makes text hard to read

– Conceals acronyms

– Denies their use for EMPHASIS



Italics

◼ Used for “quotes”

◼ Used to highlight thoughts or ideas

◼ Used for book, journal, or magazine titles



Design and animation

◼ Do not clutter (Design)

– With lot of text and images

– Simple design

◼ Do not use too much of animation

– for text, lines, images

– Use it only to highlight, to show movement.



Animation

◼ Do not use complex slide transitions

– Consume lot of time



Pictures / shapes can be inserted

◼ Copyright issues

– from the net / journals / books.

– acknowledge the source.



Show one point at a time

◼ Will help audience concentrate on what you are saying

◼ Will prevent audience from reading ahead

◼ Will help you keep your presentation focused



◼ ctrl + s                             save as 97- 2003.

◼ Slide show or f5 .

◼ Blank screen: B

◼ White screen: W



You can write / highlight 

◼ Right click in slide show format

◼ You can choose

– Pen / highlighter 



Giving and Receiving Constructive Feedback



Constructive Feedback 

◼ What is constructive feedback?

◼ Why constructive feedback is given ?

◼ How to give effective constructive feedback ?

◼ The sandwich method?

◼ How to effectively receive feedback?



What are constructive feedback

◼ Feedback is information about reactions to a product or a 

persons performance of a task which may be used as a 

basics for improvement .

◼ Constructive feedback is meant to help improve the 

performance of individual or team and it should not be 

used to tear them down



Why should we give constructive feedback 

❖ Feedback is essential element for every one in a work 

place. 

❖ It is useful tool for indicating when things are going in the 

right direction or for improving  in an area which is having 

problems .



Constructive feedback

◼ Some situations which required giving constructive feedback 

include :-

➢ Providing specific performance pointers.

➢ Giving corrective guidance. 

➢ Letting some one know the consequences of their behavior .

➢ Encouraging positive behavior . 

➢ Encouraging and supporting some one who is doing well.



Constructive  feedback

◼ Some clues that constructive feedback  is needed are when 

–

➢ Some one asks for your opinion  about how they are doing.

➢ A peer’s work habits disturbs you.

➢ Some one has tried some thing new and it has gone well



Types of constructive feedback

❑ Critical feedback is given when something needs to the 

improved .

❑ Positive feedback is given when some thing has been done 

well.



How to give good constructive feedback

▪ When giving constructive feedback (critical or positive) you should 

try to do the following things :

▪ Focus on the situation, not on the person. 

1. Focus on behavior,action,situation,issue.

2. Comment on the issue.

Ex: The report is late not your late

Food is oily but not you are a bad cook 

▪ Share how a problem effects you ,without going on and on about it .



How to give good constructive feedback

◼ When giving constructive feedback :

◼ Be specific with your feedback as this will allow the receiver to 

know what needs to be changed or continued.

◼ Break feedback in to key points 

◼ Vague – you tried really hard but I did not like it and you can do 

better. 

◼ Specific –good effort but there are some thing  which can be 

improved 



How to give good constructive feedback

◼ When giving constructive feedback:

❖ Comment on things which can be done as the whole point 

of feedback is to help some one improve. think about what 

you can say that a person can act on .



How to give good constructive feedback

◼ When giving constructive feedback :

o Give the feedback as close as possible to the event as 

delivering feedback close to the time will help ensure 

every one remembers what is being discussed.



How to give good constructive feedback

◼ When giving constructive feedback:

✓ Give feedback face to face as it helps develop a connection 

and make people feel more valued and it allows for 

questions and clarity.



How to give good constructive feedback

◼ When giving constructive feedback to summarize :

✓ Focus on the situation not on the person.

✓ Be specific with your feedback .

✓ Comment on things which can be done.

✓ Give feedback as close as possible to the time.

✓ Give feedback face to face.



How to give good constructive feedback

◼ A good way to give constructive feedback is using the 

sandwich method.

◼ It  combines giving  positive and critical feedback.

◼ It  some times referred to as positive- improvement –

positive (PIP) feedback.



Constructive feedback

◼ Constructive feedback is broken down in to three segments 

1. Focus on some strengths –what has to be done well ,what 
was positive about the situation ?

2.   Provide the criticism – things that did not go well ,things 
to be improved

3.   Finish of the feedback by restating the positive comments 
and the positive results that may be expected if the 
criticism is acted on .



How to Effectively receive constructive 

feedback

◼ Some times constructive feedback, Particularly critical feedback 
can take us by surprise. 

◼ When receiving feedback try following : 

❑ Consider your first reaction try not to be defensive or brush it off 
and try be calm and listen .

❑ Remember the benefits of getting feedback 

❑ Listen actively .

❑ Say thank you – accept/not . For their effort

❑ Ask questions to help understand the feedback to do better in 
future.




